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Gatsby - The American Dream
Name of lesson/ unit:____________________________________
Grade Level:
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
CCSS ELA
CCSS Math
CCSS History/SS
Next Gen Science
Fine Arts
PE/Health
Computer Science/Technology
Foreign Languages

Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.9-10.1 Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to
support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from
the text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.9-10.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and
analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective
summary of the text.
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .

the theme is the author's central idea
social class influences life choices
literature provides insights into life
symbolism establishes connections
between literature and life

Essential Question(s):
How does theme reflect the author's
central ideas?
How does social class influence and
individual's life choices?
What is the significance of symbolism in
understanding deeper life connections?

Other Notes:

Literature provides a vehicle to life lessons.

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

annotating text
research social class
research vocabulary, dress, culture
group activities analyzing symbolism of
specific sections
Project options: powerpoint, write essay,
youtube or other video showing specific
symbolism, connect to social issues

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:
written analysis
rubric of project
discussions

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

Stage 3- Learning Plan
http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=ShowRubric&rubric_id=2365197&

Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:

Distribute list of 1920's slang terms and students translate into modern language
Leads to discussion of social context of various terms
Watch video about the life of F. Scott Fitzgerald - background ties to connections between the
author's life and Jay Gatsby
Read and annotate the novel
Discussion groups concerning symbolism and social context
Collaborate with history teacher to provide background on the 1920's era
Mini-research projects on the 1920's - role of prohibition, role of women, changes in political
environment, music, finances affecting stock market, regional social climate
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Langston Hughes poem "Dreams Deferred" and tie to themes in Gatsby
Discuss and research social class divisions in the novel and compare/contrast to
similarities and differences today.

Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
Diana Castaneda, Shelly Phillips, Lynn Jakse, Brittany Botero, Joan Jobst, Dawn Williams

Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

